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Abstra`ct.

#5.~Str.!r.exrf?i.:_e_d_t!e,non-Parapet:icfnal.ysisofprodu?tionefficienayofp?ultryeggsfarmersintheDeltastateNigeria.
?~a.:.:. _:.s_e:3. f ilo_:._!h,e_ :!rq% _were  obt.ai.ned  usi^n?  st~ructursd  que;ilo.nnai;es-ddpeini-stead `to  120  rands;i; -;Ji;;;i  i:;;;;f if i.::_::r_:_i_ni p_u:__1?Cal .f iovfrrmennt A.rea? Of th.e .Statf.^ Pat± €nvelopmen_t analysis and Cobb-  Douil;s -;r;i;it;;; i ;;;;:;:;:o'n
w_::ie :_::d to a,naly,ze ,the d.ata.. Resu.It.s showed tf ia! 3P%_pf the po{ltry f arme;s in the study area ;ere 6perating aJt f i;;;;I;r
a_:1:.pt_i_yrmleve.I..:f.productionritfir.ea?te^ch.n_ic.aleffi?ienc;.o{l.-06.Thisinpliesthat-7o%ofthep;ultryfa°r;;;s-;;-tj;e
s::qy ar,?a fan .still imm.prove ?n th^ei.r le~ve.I .Of_ef f ilci.ency th_rough -better utilizati6n Of available ;esou;ces ,  ii;in ;i;ci-r;;;i
st:te,Of techrol?gy. The rg:`u.Its` ?i t^he.Cob.b-Do_uglas analysis-Of f actors aff acting the output of poultry f iir°me;; ;i;;;d-i-i;t
s::.c_I._c_:_p::_c:P_(_I:Tberofb.i,r4s).,fi,:edapd.medicat.io.ncostpo.sit{.velyanJ-signifeantlyaitfect;d'theo;tiutoitk;-is;i;;.;i-g
fir.I:_r_:_ir__t?,:_St_:dy.area.Tftis.i:d.i.c^a:ed.i,h^a!^a,unit.irc^r_eqi?inthe;einputsjledtoin;re;seinthegros:out;ut=i;;;it;-e°£g
f i%.I:_rs_i_: ,t!= :flu?y ?r:q by 49.I..2%,  46.99?24o and ZO.74°pe. res.pectiv¢ly. Tf ie _study f urther sho;ed that ;;;t-:i Ji;-be;lfi3
fi:r^m,s.nc,oul.d.r^end,uce.t[o.t^a,lex.p,e^P,itures.or.th^e^^n,umbero{bi.rdrsp¥rch-ased,_feed.-labour,medicationandcai;tal--inr;;;;;;--;y
20.43%,   3.}0,°X:,,   3.53°¥,   7.10°M^o,   and  _31.P0%  r.espectiv?ly  ;ithout   red;cing   their   current   level   Of  ir[oin:i;-;n:--it-'is
recomxpended that po¥ltry egg farmers in the study area shouldf;orm cooperati-ve societies so as to enail; them have acc;;s
t:_I_:_o9f :!i_:e input? that.Will. Fpeble tf tern.expa^nd..It is f urthe.r ;ecoy.nie;ded that enhanced research, extension delij;;;in
fi:_r_r_:d#s.:ry.s,frvices,shouldbeputinplac.efor!a:mers.tolfaxp_thebe5tfarmpracticescarriedou;ontherobu;tly;rift;;-;;t
farrris. This will go a long way to increase the efflcieney level Of the poultiv fariners in the stwdy area.
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Introduction.

Poultry meat and eggs have become important
in bridging the protein supply gap in Nigeria.
Thus, most citizens, have developed interest in
poultry productionbecause  of their  awareness
of    its     nutritional     value     coupled     with
opportunities for making profits. According to
Chukwuji ef.  cl/., (2006), poultry production is
attractive because birds adapt easily, have high
economic .-value,   rapid   generation   time   and
high    rate    of   productivity    that    result    in
production  of  meat  within  eight  weeks  and
first   egg   within    18    weeks.    Gona   (2009)
recorded that the  internal  supply  of livestock
products is in such insuffucient quantities and
that the total supply of livestock products still
fall short of the overall demand. In some cases,
the    domestic    production    production    and
importations are altogether still not enough to
meet  more  than  60%  of the  actual  demand
(Mbanasor and Nwosu, 2000).
Effiong (2004) stated that livestock production
could     be     significantly     boosted     tlirough
improving  efficiency  of  fams   by  utilizing
resources   as   well   as   introdrcing   improved
technology.    Efficiency   is    concerned    with
relative perfomance of the processes used in
transforming     given     inputs     into     outputs
(Ohajianya       and       Onyenweaku,       2001).
Production   efficiency   means   attainment   of
production, goal  without waste  (Ajibefim  and
Daramola,  2003).   An. increase  in  efficiency

would lead to an improvement in the welfare
of  farmers  and  consequently,  a  reduction  in
their    poverty    level    and    food    insecurity
(Effiong,    2004).    The    ability    to    quantify
efficiency  and  its joint  determinants,  provide
decision  makers   with   a  control  mechanism
with which to monitor the performance of the
enterprise.

This study is aimed at assessing the production
efficiency\  of  poinltry   egg   farmers   in   Delta
State, Nigeria; with the specific objectives of:

•       determining   the   technical   efficiency   of   the

poultry egg famers in the study area.
•       and  analyze  the   determinants   of  poultry  egg

famers' output in the study area

Concept   of   Data   Envelopment   Analysis
[DEA]:  This  is  a non-parametric approach of
measuring   efficiency   initiated   by   Chames,
Cooper    and    Rhodes    (1978).    DEA    uses
mathematical  linear  programming  techniques
in order to find the set of weights for each firm
Pi,  P2,  f}k  that  maximizes  its  efficiency  score
greater  than   loo   percent  at   those   weights.
DEA builds up an "envelope" of observations
that are most efficient at each set of weights. A
firm can be shown to be inefficient if it is less
than  another  fim  at  the  set  of weights  that
maximizes   its   relative   efficiency.    For   an
inefficient firm at least one other firm will be
more efficient fin.

A  DEA  model  not  only  allows  the  weights
attached to each performance indicator to vary
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involved   a   simple   random   selection   of  30
respondents  from each  local  government  area
making  a  total  of  120  poultry  egg  farmers
sampled for this study.

Data collection.

Data were collected with the use of structured
questionnaire    designed    in    line    with    the
objectives  of the  study.  Information  collected
include   quantity   of  eggs   produced   (Naira),
stock  of  birds  (Number),  feed  intake   (Kg),
operating  expense  (Naira),  other  cost  (Naira),
family and hired  labour (naira  and man-day),
socio-economic  characteristics  of the  farmers
such   as   farmer's   age,   years   of  schooling,
household    size,    number    of   contact    with
extension agents and accessibility to credit.

Data Analysis.

Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA):

The  key  construct  of  a  DEA  model  is  the
envelopment  surface  and  efficient  projection
path  to  the  envelopment  surface  (Chames  ef.
cz/.,   1995).   Envelopment   surface   will   differ
depending    on   the    scale    assumptions    that
underline   the   model.   Efficiency   projection
path  to  the  envelopment/surface  will  differ
depending  on  if the  model  is  output-oriented
or    input    oriented.     Input    oriented    DEA
determines  how  much  the  mix  for  a  fami
would  have  to  change  to  achieve  the  output
level   that   coincides   with   the   best   practice
frontier.    Output-oriented   DEA    is   used   to
determine  a  farm's  potential  output  given  its
inputs  mix  if operated  as  efficiently  as  farms
along the best practice frontier.  For this  study
input-oriented DEA will be used to determine
how much input mix the  farmers would have
to   change  to   achieve   the   output  level   that
coincides  with  the  best  practice  frontier.  For
this  study,  technical  efficiency  was  used  to
estimate   the   production   efficiency   of   the
farmers  in  the  study  area.   Measurement  of
technical efficiency is important because it is a
success  indicator  of performance  measure  by
which     production     units      are    'evaluated
(Aj ibefun, 2008).
DEA is a relative measure of efficiency where
the general problem is given as:

kery,a
Max TE =

£¢,JY'o
r=l

9=
*

a
(3)

Subject to :
J

Zkry,,.
r=I

in

Z¢,.x,J
r=l

<1,/'  = 1 ,......., „ (4)

qu,  Pi 2 0; r =  1 ,-----, s;   i =  1 ,...., in

#:rueap{'{:::hr;,}efl::C:'nv:]Z,a;:2q:aanrt:t::Se:::i:,':^##t:nt:
be determined by the solution to this problem.

Inputs:   Stock   capacity   (number   of  birds),
Feed (kg),  Labour (manday), cost of drug and
medication       (Naira)       and       capital       cost
(depreciation value naira).
Output:  This  was  obtained  in  crates  of eggs
produced.
The   study   further,   estimates   the   efficiency
score of the DMUs, and classifies respondents
into   efficient   and   inefficient   farmers,   and
determines   the   factors   affecting  their   fain
outputs.    Based   on   this,    a   non-parametric
analysis   (DEA)   was   used   to   classify   the
farmers   into   categories.   The   ordinary   least
square    regression    analysis    (Cobb-Douglas
production function) was applied to determine
the factors affecting output of each category of
farmers

Results and discussions

The summary DEA result on the classification
of  the  farmers  into  efficient  and  inefficient
farmers is shown in Table  1.  The result shows
that 300/o of the sampled poultry farmers in the
study   area   were   operating   at   frontier   and
optimum   level    of   production    with    mean
technical  efficiency  of  1.00.  This  shows  that
70%  of the  poultry famers  in the  study  area
can  still  improve  on  their  level  of efficiency
through     better     utilization     of     available
resources,     given     the     current     state     of
technology.

Production      Analysis:      The      results      of
production   analysis   of  the   factors   affecting
output  of the  efficient  and  inefficient  poultry
farmers are presented in Table 2.   The size of
the      adjusted      coefficients      of     multiple
determination  suggests  that  major part  of the
interfarm  variation  in  output  is  explained  by
the  observed  inputs  (0.6571  in  the  first  case,
0.7140  in  the  second  case  and  0.7675  in  the
third   case).   The   results   showed   that   stock
capacity     (number     of    birds),     feed     and
medication   cost  positively   and  significantly
affected  the  output  of the  poultry  famers  in
the study area. This implies that a unit increase
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ut and
ghts to

rds),
and
Cost

88S

i. -=h of these variables will lead to increase
- 1:  poultry  output  in  the  study  area.  The
--e coefficients  of capital  inputs  in  the
fin   and   second   cases   imply   that   a   unit
Eii=:=sc  in  this  variable  will  lead  to  decrease
i Le poultry output in the study area.

thl[r perfect competition, the  sum of Cobb-
D-Elas    regression    coefficients    measures
-s  to  scale.  In  this  result,  the  sum  of
pssion   coefficients   is   greater  than   one
in_1615  in the  first case,1.2663  in the  second
--I and I.2736 in the third case). This means
--   tlie   fams   operated   under   increasing
-s to scale. This is an expected since there
- . priori theoretical reasons to believe that
rible returns to scale will prevail.
-a and Their Counts Appearing as Peers for
dEr F.arms in the Study Area

TIIile  3  reports  the  number  of counts  a  farm
]pcared  as  a  peer  for  other  farm(s)  in  the
-dy-  area.  Farms  appearing  more  frequently
-  .  peer  for  the  other  are  termed  robustly
lflicient.  They  are  robustly  efficient  because
-ri production practices  are such that these
hs   were   frequently   used   to   form   the
€flicient frontier. for the inefficient farms in the
h  As  observed from Table3,  farms  16,  31

Table 2: Cobb-Douglas Analysis Results.

and 44 with peer count of 28, 29, and 48 farms
respectively    were     identified    as     robustly
efficient farms in the study area. Other poultry
farms  could  learn  more  of better  production
practices from these faun.
Table 4 shows input slacks for poultry farms in
the study area. A slack variable represents the
amount of excess expenditure on an input, i.e.,
the  amount  by  which  the  expenditure  on  a
particular   input   could   be   reduced   without
altering the production level.  It is  evident that
16  poultry  farms  together  could  reduce  total
expenditures on the number of birds purchased
by 20.43% without reducing their current level
of production.  Similarly,  excess  expenditures
on feed,  labour, medication and capital inputs
are  estimated  at  3.20%,  3.53%,   7.10%,   and
31.80%,  involving  20,17,  25,  and  27  farms,
respectively.

Tablel : DEA Summary  results

Models S amp le            Percentage         Mean
(Number                                      Technical
of farms Efficienc

Model I            120                      loo.0                     0.771
Model Il         84                      70.0                       0.673
Modellll       36                      30.0                       I.00

Source: Field survey, 2011

All farms Ineffic ient farms Efficient fams
\.ariables Coefficients and T values          Coefficients and T values          Coefficients and T values
Constant

Stack capacity

Feed (kg)

Latur (manday)

Medication cost

Capital inputs (Deprciation)

R:
Adjusted R2
F-Ratio
Return to scale (RTS)

-3.9632

(4.24)**H
0.4912

(5.70)***
0.4699

(3.94)***
0.0784

(0.91)
0.2074

(2.13)"
-0.0854

(-2.24)**
0.6715
0.6571
46.61***

I.1615

4.5095
(-2.39)**
0.7566

(6.08)***
0.4207

(2.53)"
-0.0202

(-0.17)
0 .I 902

(2.56)**
-0.0810

(-2.79)I"
0.7312
0.7140
42.43***

I.2663

-5.6795

(-3.76)***
0.2963

(2.81)***
0.4837

(3.44)„*
0.0501

(0.48)
0.3987

(3.19)*"
0.0448
(2.19)"
0.8007
0.7675
24.11 ***

I.2736

3ii±-a in parenthesis are t values *** = Significant at 1% level of probability, **
h Julysis, 2011

Significant at 5% level of probability.  Source: Field
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Table 3: Farms and their peer counts

Number of farms           Mean slack                       Mean in ut used                 Excess ln ut use (%)
Stock capacity
Feed (kg)
Labour (mandry)
Medication cost

16

20
17

25
27

272.298
220.473
5.30
31391.519

329626.263

1332.729                                      20.43
6894.167                                      3.20
150.30                                              3.53

441935.3                                       7.I 0

1036549                                         31.80

Source:  Field survey, 2011

Conclusion and recommendations

The   empirical   study   is   on   non-parametric
analysis  of  production  efficiency  of  poultry
eggs farmers in Delta State, Nigeria. The DEA
result on the  classification of the  farmers  into
efficient  and  inefficient  farmers  showed  that
30%  of  the  sampled  poultry  farmers  in  the
study   area   were   operating   at   frontier   and
optimum   level    of   production    with    mean
technical  efficiency  of  I.00.  This  shows  that
70%  of the poultry  farmers  in  the  study  area
can  still  improve  on  their  level  of efficiency
through      better     utilization     of     available
resources,     given     the     current     state     of
technology.  The  results  of the  Cobb-Douglas
analysis   of  factors   affecting   the   output   of
poultry   farmers  showed  that  stock  capacity
(number  of birds),  feed  and  medication  cost
positively and significantly affected the output
of the poultry farmers in the study area.
This  indicated  that  a  unit  increase  in  these
inputs  led  to  increase  in  the  gross  output  of
poultry  farmers  in the  study  area  by  49.12%,
46.99% and 20.74% respectively. The findings
in  the  study  also  indicated  that  most  of  the
poultry farms  could reduce  total expenditures
on   the   number   of   birds   purchased,   feed,
labour,    medication    and   capital    inputs    by
20.43%,   3.20%,   3.53%,   7.10%,   and  31.80%
respectively   without   reducing   their   current
level  of  production.     In  view  of  the  above
findings,   it   is   therefore   recommended   that
poultry farmers in the study area should form

cooperative societies so as to enable them have
access  to  productive  inputs  that  will  enable
them   expand.    This   will   as    well    increase
efficiency  of resource  utilization.  Also,  since
few farms were robustly efficient, an enhanced
research, extension delivery and farm advisory
services  should be put  in place  for farmers  to
learn the best farm practices calTied out on the
robustly  efficient  farms.  This  will  go  a  long
way  to  increase  the  efficiency  level  of  the
farmers in the study area.
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